SUMMER FUN

PLASTICS PART #1
WADING POOLS AND BEACH TOYS.

1969

RELIABLE TOY CO. LIMITED · TORONTO · MONTREAL · VANCOUVER
ESTABLISHED 1920

1203 — GOLF CLUB W/AUTOMATIC BALL SETTER
Set consists of one large 28” club, 3 balls and ball setter. Push down ball setter and ball is automatically teed up. Each set on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.2 lbs.

1205 — DRIVING RANGE SET
Two 24” golf clubs, pail, putting cup and four balls on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 8.5 lbs.

1208 — GOLF BAG SET
17” blow moulded golf bag with 24” golf club and two golf balls. Comes complete with a moulded plastic ball holder. Packed bulk with printed poly bag. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.6 lbs.

1209 — GOLF CART
23” blow moulded golf cart with two 24” clubs, one bunker and two golf balls. Comes complete with a moulded plastic ball holder. Packed bulk — 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 12.8 lbs.
1210 — GOLF BAG SET
17" blow moulded golf bag with two 24" clubs and two golf balls. Comes complete with a moulded plastic ball holder. Packed bulk with printed poly bag. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 20.0 lbs.

1215 — JUNIOR GOLFERS SET
17" blow moulded golf bag with three 24" clubs, three bunkers, one pail, one tee and four golf balls. Bag comes with a moulded plastic ball holder. Each set on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 20.0 lbs.

1216 — GOLF SET W/PUTTING GREEN
Set consists of two 24" golf clubs, two golf balls and one vacuum formed putting green. Packed each set on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.5 lbs.

1221 — JUNIOR CROQUET SET
Two durable mallets, 2 balls, 2 hoops and 2 pegs. Packed each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.7 lbs.
1224 — FAMILY CROQUET SET
Set consists of 4 mallets, 4 balls, 9 gates and 2 wooden stakes. Packed each set on a shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.0 lbs.

1225 — CROQUET CART
36" blow moulded croquet cart with 4 mallets, 4 balls, 9 gates and 2 wooden dowels. Cart comes complete with two free running wheels and metal stand. Packed each set with wrap around sleeve. 6 per carton. Approximate weight — 21.5 lbs.

1231 — POP-A-BALL
A shoot and catch game. 8¼" cone in bright contrasting colour combinations. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.4 lbs.

1232 — POP-A-BALL SET
Two Pop-A-Ball guns and two balls. Moulded in bright assorted colours. Packed each set in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.6 lbs.

1242 — JUMBO BAT AND BALL
29" lightweight, oversized bat with ball. 24 per carton. Approximate weight 18.6 lbs.
1247 — TAP-N-BAT
25" baseball bat and ball complete with ball launcher. Each set on shrink card, 24 per carton. Approximate weight 17.7 lbs.

1248 — PITCH AND HIT SET WITH LAUNCHER
26" baseball bat, 2 balls, baseball cap and launcher. Each set on shrink card, 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.6 lbs.

1249 — BABE RUTH BAT AND BALL WITH HELMET
27" baseball bat in authentic detail with woodgrain finish, ball and baseball cap. Packed 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 19.0 lbs.

1251 — WOODGRAIN BAT WITH BALL
27" baseball bat with one ball. Bat in authentic detail with woodgrain finish. Packed 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.6 lbs.
1253 — BABE RUTH BAT AND BALL OUTFIT
Set consists of one baseball bat in authentic detail and four balls. Packed each set in a shrink display box. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 22.5 lbs.

1254 — TAP-N-BAT W/WOODGRAIN BAT
27" baseball bat in authentic detail with a woodgrain finish. One ball and ball launcher. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 19.0 lbs.

1341 — BUG KEEPER
9" high. Scientifically ventilated clear plastic container with removable top and bottom. Bottom perforated to allow circulation of fresh air to preserve bugs. Complete with plastic tree bugs and magnifying glass. Packed bulk with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.3 lbs.

1351 — SWING SEAT
15" seat, non-tilting, moulded in durable polyethylene. Complete with strong "Ski-Tow" nylon rope. Ideally constructed as part of camping equipment. Each on card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 29.0 lbs.
1361 — SEA AND SNOW SLED
21" blow moulded sled. Dual purpose construction for surfing in the water and as a sleigh in the snow. Packed bulk 24 per carton. Approximate weight 49.0 lbs.

1361 — SEA AND SNOW SLED
21" blow moulded sled. Dual purpose construction for surfing in the water and as a sleigh in the snow. Packed bulk 24 per carton. Approximate weight 49.0 lbs.

1404 — SUSY-Q-TUG BOAT
11" detailed tug of durable polyethylene. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.3 lbs.

1404 — SUSY-Q-TUG BOAT
11" detailed tug of durable polyethylene. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.3 lbs.

1375 — STEP-N-SLIDE
At last a one piece playground of smooth rugged polyethylene; safest and only slide of its kind, enables child to climb up one side — slide down the other. Suitable for indoor or outdoor play. Length 28", height 20". Packed 1 per carton. Approx. weight 10 lbs.

1375 — STEP-N-SLIDE
At last a one piece playground of smooth rugged polyethylene; safest and only slide of its kind, enables child to climb up one side — slide down the other. Suitable for indoor or outdoor play. Length 28", height 20". Packed 1 per carton. Approx. weight 10 lbs.

1407 — CARGO SHIP AND OIL TANKER ASSORTMENT
13" long in bright contrasting colour combinations. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.4 lbs.

1407 — CARGO SHIP AND OIL TANKER ASSORTMENT
13" long in bright contrasting colour combinations. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.4 lbs.
1410 — CARGO SHIP WITH CARGO
20" long and complete with hatch covers, winch and cargo of barrels and crates. Comes complete with free running wheels for dry land use. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 19.8 lbs.

1411 — SMALL BOAT SET
6" long. Four detailed boats in bright assorted colours. One set per shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 14.6 lbs.

1414 — SMALL SAIL BOAT SET
7" long — five colourful sail boats on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 15.4 lbs.

1418 — SAIL BOAT SET
Two 10¼" sail boats for hours of sailing fun. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 12.4 lbs.
1421 — RACING SLOOP
18" x 12" — a real "Sales" boat for year round profits. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.2 lbs.

1419 — SUB AND SUB CHASER ASSORTMENT
12" submarine actually fires two torpedoes under water. Sub chaser fires depth charges and is complete with wheels for dry land use. Each in window display box. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.6 lbs.

1420 — CABIN CRUISER AND FIRE BOAT ASSORTMENT
15" long brightly moulded sports cruiser and authentically reproduced fire boat. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.4 lbs.

1425 — BOAT SET
Five assorted boats moulded in bright assorted colours. Each set in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.4 lbs.
1426 — BOAT SET
For the young mariner an assortment of 7 boats. Each set in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight—16.0 lbs.

1427 — SAIL MATES
Set consisting of one large sail boat and three small sail boats. Each set packed on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight 20.5 lbs.

1456 — SAIL BOAT
A beautiful 25” sail boat with rigging mainsail, jib and positionable rudder. It really sails. Packed each in printed box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight—12.0 lbs.

1457 — SAIL BOAT DISPLAY
An attractive point of purchase display. 26” long with sail boat fully assembled and mounted. One per carton. Approximate weight—4.4 lbs.
1511 — 9" — 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 22.8 lbs.
1513 — 4½" — 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.2 lbs.
1514 — 7" — 48 per carton. Approximate weight — 16.0 lbs.
1515 — 5½" — 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 16.0 lbs.

1581 — 11" shovel only in assorted colours. 144 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.0 lbs.

PAILS AND SHOVELS
Reliable's wide range offers a big variety of sizes and colours. All moulded in bright polyethylene with sturdy handles and rolled edges for added safety. Each pail complete with shovel. Bulk packed.

1525 — CLOWN PAIL
10½" — four in one sand and water pail. Converts into funnel pail, sifter and shovel. All assembled it looks like a clown; packed on a card in polyethylene bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.0 lbs.
1601 — WHEELBARROW
22" long, sturdy, durable polyethylene. Packed bulk 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.3 lbs.

1602 — WHEELBARROW

1603 — WATERING CAN
10" colourful polyethylene watering can with smooth flowing spout and spray head. Packed bulk—36 per carton. Approximate weight — 12.5 lbs.

1608 — LAWN MOWER
This 24" lawn mower will delight the junior gardener. Packed bulk—24 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.0 lbs.

1611 — WHEELBARROW
11" long in bright assorted colours. Packed bulk — 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 17.7 lbs.
1612 — JUMBO WHEELBARROW
35" x 14½" x 10¾". Giant polyethylene wheelbarrow for the extra large load. Sturdy construction with free running wheel. Packed bulk — 4 per carton. Approximate weight — 14.5 lbs.

1656 — SAND SIFTER WITH MOULDS
8" sifter with two sand moulds and shovel. Packed each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 14.2 lbs.

1658 — SAND TOY SET
Five colourful toys for beach or garden. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 22.0 lbs.

1657 — BEACH BOAT WITH SHOVEL
14" long — it floats and has wheels for dry land. Packed bulk — 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 20.0 lbs.
1659 — SAND TOY ASSORTMENT
The big value assortment. Each sand toy assembled is a pulltoy. Dismantled — a pail, shovel, sand sifter. Each item in polypropylene bag with tab. Shipping carton consists of 12 Sand Trucks, 12 Cement Mixers, 6 Turtles and 6 House Boats. Approximate weight — 16.9 lbs.

1662 — WALT DISNEY SAND MOULD SET
Set consists of one sifter, one shovel and three sand moulds in Pluto, Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse characters. Packed each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.0 lbs.

1663 — SAND MAN SAND SET
This seven piece sand set consists of one pail, one shovel, one sifter and four sand moulds. Shaped in stars, moon and sun. Each set packed on shrink card. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.5 lbs.

1692 — HUCK FINN FISHING SET
36" two piece fishing rod, operating reel, line, hook and sinker. Each on card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 12.4 lbs.
SKIPPING ROPE DISPLAY


1701 — 84" — 144 per carton.
Approximate weight — 15.6 lbs.

1702 — 90" — 72 per carton.
Approximate weight — 12.0 lbs.

1703 — 288" — 24 per carton.
Approximate weight — 24.0 lbs.

1704 — 288" — 36 per carton.
Approximate weight — 18.2 lbs.

1725 — SKIP-IT

7" hoop with 30" plastic cord and 2½" bell. Moulded in bright polyethylene. The newest skipping toy. Fun as an individual game, competitive game or for exercise. Packed each in polypropylene bag with tab. 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.8 lbs.

SKIPPING ROPE DISPLAY


1701 — 84" — 144 per carton.
Approximate weight — 15.6 lbs.

1702 — 90" — 72 per carton.
Approximate weight — 12.0 lbs.

1703 — 288" — 24 per carton.
Approximate weight — 24.0 lbs.

1704 — 288" — 36 per carton.
Approximate weight — 18.2 lbs.

1725 — SKIP-IT

7" hoop with 30" plastic cord and 2½" bell. Moulded in bright polyethylene. The newest skipping toy. Fun as an individual game, competitive game or for exercise. Packed each in polypropylene bag with tab. 72 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.8 lbs.
1925 — BULLS EYE ARCHERY SET
24" bow, three safe rubber tipped arrows; set on bulls eye target card. Shrink wrapped, 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 15.4 lbs.

1926 — BIG GAME TARGET SET
24" bow, three safe rubber tipped arrows set on target card in jungle motif. Shrink wrapped, 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 15.4 lbs.

1927 — DELUXE INDIAN BOW AND ARROW SET
24" bow, two safe rubber tipped arrows, quiver and head band with three feathers. Each set on shrink card, 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 18.0 lbs.

1921 — LITTLE CHIEF BOW AND ARROW
24" bow in durable polyethylene. Two safe rubber tipped arrows. Each on shrink card, 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.4 lbs.

1922 — RED HAWK BOW AND ARROW
26" bow, two safe rubber tipped arrows and safe dagger. The shrink card converts to face mask. Packed 36 per carton. Approximately 19.0 lbs.
1928 — INDIAN BOW AND ARROW SET
24" bow, two safe rubber tipped arrows and quiver. Each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 17.0 lbs.

1931 — BAGATELLE ASSORTMENT

1941 — HORSE SHOE GAME
Four 5" horse shoes with a pair of plastic posts on bases. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 17.6 lbs.

1944 — PITCH-N-TOSS GAME
Two in one game for indoor and outdoor play consisting of four horse shoes with a pair of plastic posts on bases and two rings. Each set on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 20.0 lbs.
1945 — LACROSSE GAME
Real play value with two 15" lacrosse sticks and one ball. Each set on shrink card. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 16.0 lbs.

1946 — WALT DISNEY RING TOSS GAME
Two Walt Disney favourites — Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. These brightly coloured fellows are 9½" tall and are complete with two rings. Each in polypropylene bag with a tab. Assorted 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.0 lbs.

1947 — PEG-A-RING TOSS GAME ASSORTMENT
Hours of fun for all the family — brightly coloured scoreboard comes assorted in clown motif and safari motif with pegs and four rings. Each in polypropylene bag. Assorted 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.3 lbs.

1948 — DELUXE LACROSSE GAME
Set consists of four lacrosse sticks and two balls. Each on shrink card. 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.0 lbs.
1949 KANGAROO RING AND BALL TOSS GAME
Approximately 15" tall. This brightly decorated and realistically designed Kangaroo comes complete with six colourful plastic balls that can be pitched into the Kangaroo's pouch, and four plastic rings that can be tossed over the ears, nose and tail. Each set in polypropylene bag with tab, 24 per carton, approx. weight 24 lbs.

1971 — REELY FOAM TARGET GAME
19" x 19" plastic target on brightly printed corrugated base. Three foam balls complete this set. Each in printed poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 13.7 lbs.

1976 — SPIN FLYER
12½" — a sure winner — it flies, circles, dives but always comes back like a boomerang. Each on card, 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.0 lbs.

8001 — GRAVEL TRUCK W/PAIL AND SHOVEL
12" gravel truck with pail and shovel. Each set in polypropylene bag with tab, 24 per carton. Approximate weight — 24.0 lbs.


**Reliable**

Established 1920

---

**8027 — TOY ASSORTMENT**

Value pack “Bag of Fun”. Pail, shovel, watering can, sand sifter, sand moulds and beach boat comprise this set. Packed each set in polypropylene bag with tab. 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 22.8 lbs.

---

**3726 — RIDE-EM SCOOTER**

Approximately 24 x 23". Smooth riding with four decorated wheels for easy balance. All plastic construction with heavy duty axles. Packed each in a box, partially assembled, 6 per carton, approx. weight 12 lbs.

---

**8061 — SUMMER SAND SET**

19½" ruggedly moulded polyethylene dump truck with large capacity dumping back, complete with 7" pail and shovel. Set packed in polypropylene bag, 12 per carton, approx. weight 28 lbs.

---

**8026 — SAND TRUCK AND CEMENT MIXER ASSORTMENT**

Consists of sand truck and cement mixer from assortment 1659. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 17.6 lbs.

---

**8028 — SAND TOY ASSORTMENT**

This fun set consists of sail boat, pail, shovel and watering can. Each set in polypropylene bag with tab. 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 27.0 lbs.
NEW INDOOR-OUTDOOR SWING LINE

New F-U-N Swings with all plastic parts made of durable polyethylene in bright colours with everlasting polypropylene rope that supports up to 650 lbs. Can be attached to tree limb, porch, doorway on a hook or anywhere.

1352 — MONKEY SWING
Rigid polyethylene circular seat with center hole for attaching rugged polypropylene rope. Includes heavy duty metal ring for attaching. Seat size approx. 12" diameter x 2½" thick. Rope — 12 feet. Each in polyethylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approx. weight 35.0 lbs.

1355 — SEAT SWING
Rigid contour polyethylene seat attached to rugged polypropylene rope. Includes two heavy duty metal rings for attaching. Seat size 15". Rope length 14 feet. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approx. weight — 29.0 lbs.
1353——CLIMBING LADDER
Six rigid polyethylene ladder rungs that are assembled in two lengths of rugged polypropylene rope. Includes two heavy duty metal rings for attaching. Size of rungs approx. 10”, ladder length over 8 feet. Assembled. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approx. weight — 35.0 lbs.

1354——CLIMBING ROPE
Ten rigid polyethylene hand-foot grips mounted on rugged polypropylene rope. Permanently fixed into position with knots on rope. Includes heavy duty metal ring for attaching. Size of grips approx. 3” diameter. Rope length assembled 12 feet. Each in polypropylene bag with tab. 24 per carton. Approx. weight — 29.0 lbs.
INFLATABLE POOLS
Reliable Inflatable Pools are made to the highest of standards in bright contrasting colours of durable textured vinyl. Pools come complete with repair patches.

HARDWALL POOLS
Fun in the sun pools. Constructed of sturdy tempered hardboard side walls in solid colours with tough heavy gauge linen finish vinyl liners. Drain outlet has attached cap and pool comes complete with vinyl repair kit. Packed each in corrugated carton.

STEELWALL POOLS: Heavy duty all steel corrugated sidewall with baked enamel finish. Colourful poly coping band encircles entire pool securing liner. Heavy gauge liner with bottom drain. Simple to assemble and complete with instructions and repair kit. Packed each in corrugated carton.

8/4522 — PLAIN TWO RING POOLS
54" x 12" each in polybag. 6 per carton. Approximate weight — 11.3 lbs.

6/1141
114" x 24" Approximate weight — 62.0 lbs.

6/9016
90" x 16" — Approximate weight — 24.2 lbs.

6/9972 — 72" x 12"
.008 gauge vinyl liner, .016 gauge sidewall. Approx. shipping weight 11 lbs.

6/9984 — 96" x 15"
.008 gauge vinyl liner, .017 gauge sidewall. Approx. shipping weight 20 lbs.

6/9912 — 120" x 24"
.010 gauge vinyl liner, .022 gauge steelwall with metal side supports and rectangular metal top and bottom rail. Approx. shipping weight 57 lbs.
**3/1800 — SWIM RING ASSORTMENT**

Consists of Fish Swim Ring, Bear Swim Ring and Square Swim Ring. Packed bulk — 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 9.4 lbs.

**3/1900 — SWIM RING ASSORTMENT**

Consists of Happy Alligator Ring, Swim Vest and Jolly Roger Swim Ring. Packed bulk — 36 per carton. Approximate weight — 10.4 lbs.

**1/0010 — BOXER REPAIR KIT**

Vinyl Repair Kit contains liquid plastic and patching material. Each packed in an envelope. 144 per carton. Approximate weight — 4.1 lbs.

**1/0030 — DAB REPAIR KIT**

For quick convenient repairs to vinyl. Comes in a bottle with applicator. Packed 12 only per counter display box. 48 per carton. Approximate weight 15.4 lbs.

MADE IN CANADA
FABRIQUÉ AU CANADA
HEXAGONAL POOLS —
This six sided rigid pool is functional in design and simple to assemble. Outstanding features — weatherproof plastic seats with complete pool being supported by steel reinforced plastic legs. The linen finish liner is durable with drain outlet and attached cap. Repair kit included. Each packed in corrugated carton.

7/2721 — 72" x 12"
Approximate weight — 18.0 lbs.

7/2961 — 96" x 12"
Approximate weight — 21.0 lbs.

RIGID POOLS —
The Reliable Rigid Pool is functional in design and simple to assemble. Outstanding features — weatherproof plastic seats with complete pool being supported by sturdy steel reinforced plastic legs. The linen finish liners are durable with attached drain outlet and cap. Repair kit included. Each packed in corrugated carton.

7/4266 —
42" x 66" x 12" — Approximate weight — 16.6 lbs.

7/4270 —
42" x 72" x 12" — Approximate weight — 16.6 lbs.

7/7520 —
50" x 75" x 12" — Approximate weight — 19.0 lbs.

PATIO RIGID POOLS —
This all new line of rigid pools comes with the same outstanding features as our regular line of rigid pools. Sides decorated in bright colours in patio patterns to match patio furnishings. Each packed in corrugated carton.

7/9426 —
42" x 66" x 12" — Approximate weight — 16.6 lbs.

7/9427 —
42" x 72" x 12" — Approximate weight — 16.6 lbs.
POLYSTRIPE SAND BOXES — BOATS AND POOLS

Check off these features — No assembling, no inflating, easy cleaning, easy to store. Vacuum formed in tough polyethylene with striped decoration. Packed bulk.

6/6350 — 35” x 35” POLYSTRIPE SAND BOX AND WADING POOL —
Packed bulk — 36 per Burlap Bag — Approximate weight — 110.0 lbs.

6/9601 — 60” POLYSTRIPE POOL —
Can be used as a sandbox or a pool. Packed bulk 36 per Burlap Bag. Approximate weight — 320.0 lbs.

6/9367 — 36” POLYSTRIPE POOL —
Can be used as a sandbox or a pool. Packed bulk 36 per Burlap Bag. Approximate weight — 70.0 lbs.

6/7480 — 48” POLYSTRIPE POOL —
Packed bulk — 36 per Burlap Bag — Approximate weight — 55.0 lbs.

6/9488 — 48” POLYSTRIPE POOL —
Can be used as a sandbox or a pool. Packed bulk 36 per Burlap Bag. Approximate weight — 150.0 lbs.

6/7999 — 32” R. M. PADDLE —
Rigid polyethylene boat paddle in bright colours. Packed bulk 12 per carton. Approximate weight — 70 lbs.

RELIABLE TOY CO. LIMITED
258 CARLAW AVENUE · TORONTO 8, CANADA · TELEPHONE 465-7551
TORONTO · MONTREAL · VANCOUVER